PROJECT 12

A keepsake box filled with
treasured memories
This keepsake box is ideal for storing precious mementos of past moments. Enjoy
choosing photos of smiling faces, shells from a favorite beach, and other such
items that recall happy memories as you decide what paper and fabric to use
for their setting. The moments you spend crafting this box are sure to become
another fond memory.
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Built-in Patterns

Material

Direct Cut

Outer dimensions: 13" x 13"
Text (before slanting & rearrangement as 2 lines):
1.81" x 5.76"
2 cutout shapes – BA-A108: 3.93" x 3.93", AR-K013:
2.57" x 3.61"
Dolphin: 7.31" x 7.46"
Paper – 5 kinds; fabric – 1 kind
Photo, stamped paper, shells and other small objects,
glue, glitter pen, ribbon
Use the ornament on page __. Copy at desired size and
resize.

1 Use the built-in fonts to enter the "SUMMER
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Scan to USB

MEMORIES" text. Arrange the text as shown in the
photo, then use Unify to group it together.

Scan to Cut Data

Use glitter pens to embellish the shells and other
natural materials, as well as the dolphin pieces. This
adds to the attractiveness, and the glitter adds sparkle
to the mementos of your magical memories.

Built-in pattern: FO-A004

2 Make the photo frame. Call up the built-in patterns

Background Scan

for a and b; when calling up the built-in pattern for
c, enlarge it to maximum size and place it. Adjust the
size for a and b, then rotate the shapes and lay them
out.

3 Using the built-in patterns, cut 2 dolphin pieces of

the same size, 3 same-size wave pieces, and 1 yacht
piece.

Built-in patterns: AR-C014, BO-A019 x 3

4 Attach the pieces from step 2 to a prepared piece
Editing Function

of fabric to use as the base. Place tricolor paper at
arranged diagonally under the text, and attach the
photo to the back of the frame piece.

5 Attach the cut-out pieces from step 3. Achieve a

three-dimensional effect by stacking the pieces with
each upper piece shifted slightly from the one below
it and by using pop-up tape or the like.

Built-in patterns: AR-K016, AR-K013, BA-A108

6 Decorate by attaching stamps, shells, and other

Optional Accessories

items. Finish by placing the decorated base inside
the box.
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